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Appendix 4
Dating, Courtship or Betrothal?
Is There A Biblically-Prescribed Method for Mate Selection?
There is no question that the dating-mating pattern as it is commonly practiced in
Western culture is seriously flawed. Any system that places a priority for mate selection
on the romantic inclinations of two individuals relating in isolation from community
guidance is bound to have unfortunate outcomes. Thoughtful Christians do well to
scrutinize cultural practices, evaluating them in light of biblical principles and wisdom.
The process of finding a mate should be as honoring to God as the outcome.
As I noted in Chapter 17, many Christians have reacted to the “negative
tendencies” of contemporary dating practices by advocating the abandonment of dating
altogether. Some have gone so far as to label dating as “unbiblical,” even “sinful.” But
single people must have some means of meeting and getting to know a potential spouse.
So alternative systems have been devised and promoted, the most prominent of which are
“courting” and “betrothal.” These approaches are advanced by some advocates as being
“biblical” (in contrast to dating). There is even debate between proponents of courtship
and betrothal as to which of these two systems represents the divinely-sanctioned
approach to finding and securing a spouse.
I’m not aware of anyone who advocates that dating is the biblically-prescribed
method for mate-selection. The Bible does not discuss dating at all. People who lived in
biblical eras did not engage in dating as it has been practiced in modern times. So we’re
not going to evaluate the case for dating for the moment.
The Case Against Dating
On the other hand, there are some who make a biblical case against dating. And
since that negative assessment is part of an argument in favor of courtship or betrothal,
we need to consider it.
A representative critique of contemporary dating is provided by one of the
contributors to 5 Paths to the Love of Your Life, Jonathan Lindvall.1 To establish what he
is warning against, he defines dating as “recreational romance in which each party
intentionally endeavors to cultivate the other's desire, while recognizing the relationship
is most likely temporary.” He then sets out to demonstrate that such practice runs
counter to Paul’s instruction in 1 Thessalonians 4:3-6a: “For this is the will of You’re
your sanctification: that you should abstain from sexual immorality; that each of you
should know how to possess his own vessel in sanctification and honor, not in passion of
lust, like the Gentiles who do not know God; that no one should take advantage of and
defraud his brother in this matter, because the Lord is the avenger of all such, as I also
forewarned you and testified” (NKJV).
His argument unfolds from his interpretation of the passage:
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1. One expression of sanctification which is part of God’s will is abstaining from
sexual immorality.
2. Another concerns the manner in which a man acquires a spouse. (Lindvall
holds that “vessel” means “wife” in this passage, just as “weaker vessel”
[same word] refers to a wife in 1 Peter 3:7.) This is not to be done “like the
Gentiles who do not know God” – specifically, “not in passion of lust.”
Lindvall makes his point with a question: “Was Paul really saying passion
and desire should not be involved in the decisions regarding marriage?”
3. Furthermore, verse 6 indicates “ ‘that no one should go beyond and defraud his
brother in this matter’ of acquiring a spouse. . . . Fraud involves deceiving or
misleading someone. . . . Defrauding is inciting in someone else a desire that
you are unable or unwilling to fulfill. Does this ever happen in romantic
relationships? Isn't that what flirting is?”
Lindvall concludes: “Apparently Paul here was saying, ‘Don't cross the line
physically and don't even flirt with their emotions!’ God calls us to both physical purity
and emotional purity.” In a follow-up article he adds, “The institutionalized flirtation of
dating is a direct violation of this command.”2 In this manner, casual or “recreational”
dating is ruled out as unbiblical.
The Case for Courtship
The most prominent alternative to dating is courtship. There are two variations on
this approach to finding a mate. The more basic version is distinguished from dating by
its purpose: courtship is a process in which a man and woman of marriageable age
intentionally explore the possibility of marriage. They do this by spending time together
in a variety of settings, sharing in diverse experiences. Practitioners of courtship do not
engage in casual or recreational dating. They reserve any interactions that might lead to
romance for one individual who is a likely candidate for matrimony. While some of their
activities might look like dates, they make a point to guard their hearts avoiding the
pitfall of falling in love too soon. They are conscious of moving through phases in the
development of their relationship – from casual friendship, to deeper friendship, to
purposeful intimacy with integrity, to engagement.3 The courtship process may be
terminated by either party at any juncture prior to a wedding.
Advocates of this form of courtship do not (as far as I know) maintain that this
approach to mate selection is biblically prescribed. They rather view it as a better way to
apply the biblical principles that pertain to relationships between Christian brothers and
sisters.
The second variation on courtship adds one dimension – “the active, involved
authority of the young woman’s father (or head of the household) in the formation of her
romantic attachments leading to marriage.”4 In this arrangement, the father functions as
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the guardian of his daughter’s hand and heart. Any man interested in cultivating a
personal relationship with her must gain the approval of her father. And the subsequent
courtship will be carried out under his watchful eye. As the protector of his daughter’s
best interests, the father has veto power over any agreements she may be inclined to
make; so his blessing must be secured before an engagement can be declared.
The premise of this variation is that the Bible grants such authority to the father as
the head of the home. Proponents point to the Fifth Commandment enjoining children to
“Honor your father and your mother” (Exodus 20:12; Deuteronomy 5:16; Leviticus 19:3),
and the severe penalties threatened against those who violated it (Exodus 21:17; Leviticus
21:17; see Proverbs 20:20; 30:17). The binding nature of the commandment was
reinforced by Jesus (Mark 7:9-13) and further clarified by Paul’s admonition, “Children,
obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord” (Colossians 3:20; see
Ephesians 6:1). Additionally, appeal is made to the precedent of the authority fathers
were given over their daughters by the Mosaic Law. For example, if a young woman
(living in her father’s house) made a vow or pledge to the Lord, her father, when he
learned of it, could either validate it (by saying nothing) or overrule it, canceling her
obligation (Numbers 30:3-5). (A man had the same authority with respect to his wife
[Numbers 30:6-8, 10-16].)
Douglas Wilson, who presents the “courtship path” in 5 Paths to the Love of Your
Life, acknowledges that the Mosaic Law is not binding on believers under the New
Covenant; and he recognizes that there were situations in biblical history where a woman
was independent of both a husband and a father. Nevertheless, he recognizes in the Bible
a pervasive pattern: “In all this, I see that the Scriptures assume that fathers have a
practical, applied authority in how and to whom their daughters are given. . . Basically,
the central point I want to argue here is that the daughter is not left alone to fend for
herself. Her father watches out for her until the time when her husband will take the
responsibility to take care of her.”5
The Case for Betrothal
Advocates of the third approach, betrothal, appreciate the emphasis on parental
guidance and blessing, but feel that it doesn’t go far enough. The distinctive feature
added to the mix in betrothal is front-end commitment. On this scenario, if a man
identifies a woman that he finds suitable/desirable as a wife, he approaches her father and
expresses his interest. (Or, alternately, he may have his father broach the subject with her
father.) The girl’s father conducts whatever examination he deems appropriate for
evaluating the suitor’s fitness as a husband for his daughter. (A wise father involves his
wife in this process.) If the man passes muster, the girl’s parents approach their daughter,
informing her of his interest and their approval. After a time of thoughtful reflection and
prayer, the girl decides how to respond to the proposal. If the answer is yes, the man and
woman become betrothed, that is, decisively engaged to be married. It is understood by
all involved that the betrothal is binding; this couple will marry at the agreed upon time.
It is only after this commitment is made that the couple enter into the process that, in the
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other systems, would constitute courtship. The period of betrothal is seen as a time of
preparation authorizing the couple to begin “releasing their hearts to one another.”6
The primary advantage of the betrothal approach is that it greatly reduces the
potential for emotional fraud that occurs when an individual backs out of a romantically
bonded relationship. In betrothal, there is no “breaking up;” there are no broken hearts.
The decision to marry is made on some basis other than romantic attraction, so it has a
more reliable foundation. So betrothal effectively counters the wisdom of this world –
“Marry the one you love,” with biblical wisdom – “Love the one you marry” (Eph. 5:25,
28; Col. 3:19; Titus 2:4).7
Betrothal also has the advantage of biblical precedent. For unlike dating or
courtship, betrothal was actually practiced in the cultures of the Bible. Of course, that
does not prove that believers today must also practice betrothal. But proponents find in
the scriptural data compelling evidence that betrothal “is a universal principle
transcending cultures throughout human history and intended by God to provide a
romantic and effective transition from singleness to marriage.”
To start with, the practice of betrothal is so pervasive in the biblical narrative, it
appears to be an integral part of the process by which two become one flesh. It was
practiced throughout the cultures of the Ancient Near East8; it was the dominant system
in Old Testament Israel, being regulated by the Mosaic Law; it was current during the
time of Christ, being the means by which Mary and Joseph were pledged to one another
(Matthew 1:18-19); it was the accepted protocol in the Roman Empire of the First
Century and encountered by Paul in the social structure of Corinth (1 Corinthians 7:3638). But most significantly, this arrangement stands behind the imagery of the church as
the “bride” of Christ. On the one hand, I believers are Christ’s bride (Ephesians 5:25-27,
32; Romans 7:1-4). And yet the consummating “marriage supper of the Lamb” is still
future (Revelation 19:7-9; 21:2). So Paul, speaking as a spiritual father, told the
Corinthian believers: “For I am jealous for you with a godly jealousy; for I betrothed you
to one husband, so that to Christ I might present you as a pure virgin” (2 Corinthians 11:2
NASB).
Betrothal is the key to understanding how believers could be the “bride” of Christ
even though the wedding is yet to come. In antiquity, betrothal was a legally binding
contract which gave the man legal rights over the woman. Betrothed couples were
designated “husband” and “wife.” If one of them died during the period of betrothal, the
other became a “widow” or “widower.” According to Mosaic Law, if a betrothed virgin
slept with another man prior to her wedding, the offense was regarded as adultery and
was punishable by death. (If an unbetrothed woman committed the same act [or was
forced to], the offending man had to pay her father the bride-price and marry her – a
lesser penalty than death [Deuteronomy 22:23-29].) In the first century, the only legal
way to terminate a betrothal was by divorce – which is what Joseph was contemplating
when he learned that Mary was pregnant (Matthew 1:19). This framework, in which the
marriage covenant was initiated through betrothal, appears to have the sanction of God.
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“This betrothal principle is the same for all cultures throughout history, just as the
principle of marriage is universal and not culturally relative.”9
Assessment of the Arguments
I believe that the careful exploration of biblical practices and an energetic
discussion of their implications for 21st century believers is a healthy exercise.
Thoughtful adults will benefit from the interactions contained in 5 Paths to the Love of
Your Life. But the advocates of courtship and betrothal have not convinced me that any
specific method of mate selection is espoused (!) by the Bible. When I look more closely
at the various points presented to establish that courtship or betrothal is the biblically
normative approach to mate selection, I come to different conclusions.
1. Is there any explicit instruction in the Bible prescribing methodology for selecting and
obtaining a spouse?
No. There are no commands, no instructions given on mate selection. There are
plenty of descriptions of how people in biblical times brought a man and a woman
together in marriage, but no explicit or universal directions. Rather than telling us what
process to follow in mate selection, the prophets (OT) and apostles (NT) gave
instructions on how God’s people should act as they applied the societal norms of the
cultures in which they lived.10
2. The Mosaic Law appears to sanction certain approaches to mate selection. Do those
passages indicate the moral will of God for believers today?
No. In the first place, God’s toleration of social institutions does not indicate his
approval of them.11 There are instructions in the Mosaic Law that regulate the practices
of slavery and polygamy. But such practices are hardly descriptions of how God “wants
his people to live.” Rather his prophets set moral boundaries that restricted the potential
for abuse by those who exercised power, while providing protections for the welfare and
dignity of those in subjection. And, in the New Testament, the apostles spelled out the
ways in which righteousness and grace should affect the behaviors and characters of
those who seek to please God in every arena of life.
Second, as the advocates for courtship and betrothal agree, Christian believers
today are not bound to follow the Mosaic Law (Romans 6:15; 10:4; Galatians 5:18;
Colossians 2:14; Hebrews 7:18; 8:13; 10:9). Whatever instructions were given to the
people of Israel regulating the practices by which spouses were obtained are not binding
on those whose relationship to God is mediated by the New Covenant.12
3. But doesn’t the nearly universal practice of betrothal indicate that that is the
approach God intends people to follow?
The adverb “nearly” is a clue that points in the other direction. For rather than a
uniform pattern, there are a variety of practices permitted by the Mosaic legislation –
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some of which may seem bizarre to modern readers. For example, a man could purchase
a young woman as a servant with a view to her becoming a second wife, or concubine, or
even a wife for his son (Exodus 21:7-11).13 Seducing an unbetrothed virgin could be an
expeditious means of securing a wife – but only if her father agreed (Exodus 22:16-17).
Another means for attaining a wife was by military conquest – as part of the “spoils” of
war (Deuteronomy 21:10-15).14
There are even instances when a woman who wanted a husband took the
initiative. Following the advice of her mother-in-law, Ruth snuck in to the threshing
floor when Boaz was asleep and lay down at his feet. When the man awoke, startled, she
proposed to him (Ruth 3:1-11; Ezekiel 16:8)! And he accepted! And in the New
Testament, as I have previously noted, Paul stated that a widow was “free to marry
anyone she wishes, but he must belong to the Lord” (1 Corinthians 7:39). Advocates for
betrothal argue that these instances are exceptions to the rule. But I think that these
exceptions prove that there is no rule.15
4. Still, betrothal was clearly the dominant system. Doesn’t that provide a pattern for us
to follow?
If we’re talking about a prescribed pattern, the answer is no. If betrothal were the
rule, biblical practice would establish a precedent few (if any) would be willing to follow.
For betrothal was always part and parcel with an arranged marriage. And that means,
first of all, that the decisions were made by the parents. Sometimes the wishes of the
children were taken into account, but they didn’t have to be – and most often weren’t.16
Second, the reasons for mate selection had little to do with compatibility or the
desire for close companionship on the part of groom and bride. V. H. Matthews explains:
The various factors in a marriage to be weighed in the negotiations
involved social parity, economic advantage and expansion of the kinship network.
Social parity was always a minimum goal. No family wanted to marry “down”
socially, at least when arranging the contract for the first wife. Thus the
participants had to be at least of the same social class and have approximately the
same economic standing. In this way marriages served not only to produce
children and a new generation to inherit property, but they also established social
ties, economic connections and a network of associations that was designed to
benefit both parties.17
Modern day advocates of betrothal explicitly disavow arranged marriages,18 and
they maintain that the purpose of betrothal is a “preparation of the heart” on the part of
the prospective bride and groom. But in biblical times, the betrothal contract was mostly
an economic contract between the two families, sealed with a “bride-price” paid by the
groom’s family.19 And it was, as I have noted, legally binding. None of these features
characterize modern-day practice. So while the contemporary patterns of betrothal
exhibit greater consideration for the personal benefits of marriage to the bride and groom,
they become in practice somewhat less than “biblical.”
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5. Isn’t betrothal the first stage of marriage? Isn’t it actually an integral part of
marriage biblically defined?
While it is true that those who were betrothed were legally bound as “husband”
and “wife,” betrothal remained a prelude to marriage and was distinct from it. In the
creation narrative, marriage is said to exist when the man leaves his father and mother,
cleaves to his wife, and they become one flesh (Genesis 2:24; Matthew 19:5; Ephesians
5:31). The marriage is in force when the covenant is mutually and publicly made and
privately consummated. There is no reference in this basic defining statement to
betrothal. Because marriage is grounded in the order of creation, it remains a divine
institution, universally applicable to all cultures (Matthew 19:4-6), while betrothal is not
universally normative, but utilized in some cultures.
6. But doesn’t the fact that believers are presently betrothed to Christ as his bride
indicate that betrothal transcends cultures? And if our marriages are to be a
reflection of the relationship between Christ and his bride, shouldn’t I be practicing
betrothal as part of the marriage “package?”
When Paul wrote Ephesians 5, he was addressing men and women who are
married – not people who are betrothed. It is not logically possible for married people to
be a picture of a betrothal relationship. And while it may be true that in the
eschatological scheme of things, we believers are presently betrothed to Jesus, that is not
the point Paul was making in Ephesians 5. The self-sacrificing love that husbands give to
their wives is to be a reflection of the love Christ demonstrated when “he gave himself
up” for his bride on the cross. And wifely submission is to be like that given by the
church to her “husband,” Christ. It is marriage, not betrothal, that is in view in this
passage. The most that can be said, then, about our “betrothal” to Christ is that it
provides a helpful picture, drawn from the 1st century Mediterranean culture, of our
special relationship to him now and our anticipated joy with him in heaven later. But that
analogy no more requires us to practice betrothal in mate selection than our “slavery” to
Christ (2 Timothy 2:24) requires us to indenture human beings. It is helpful for us to
understand that imagery, but we don’t have to literally engage in those practices.
7. Some proponents of courtship and betrothal assign considerable authority to parents,
especially fathers, in the mate selection process. Should fathers have “veto power”
over the marital choices of their children (especially daughters)?
My response to this question has several parts. First, we need to understand that
in antiquity, the authority that fathers exercised over everyone in their families – their
wives, their children, their slaves – was absolute. Both in ancient Israel and in 1st century
Rome, fathers had the power of life and death over their children.20 In a sense, wives and
children were owned by the head of the home.21 So when a child was “given” in
marriage, that prerogative was understood literally. The authority for such unions rested
with the fathers, not the bride and groom. Now it may be possible that autocratic rule
was required for the effective functioning of a tribal society; but the extreme form of
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hierarchy in extended families of antiquity appears to reflect more the results of the Fall
than God’s original design. The historical subjugation of women by men stems from the
power struggle that began as a consequence of the original rebellion (Genesis 3:16). The
“ownership” that fathers/husbands exercised over their wives/children stands in stark
contrast to the side-by-side partnership experienced by Adam and Eve (Genesis 2) on the
one hand, and the “servant leadership” and “compassionate fatherhood” commended to
husbands/fathers by Paul (Ephesians 5-6) on the other. So the biblical example of
paternal authority displayed in Israel is too authoritarian to serve as a positive model for
contemporary fathers.
Second, in the actual, applicable instructions given to children concerning their
relationship to their parents, a clear distinction is made between minors (children living in
the home) and adult children. Commentators are virtually unanimous in their
understanding that the imperative, “Children, obey your parents in everything, for this
pleases the Lord” (Colossians 3:20; Ephesians 6:1) is addressed to dependent children
living under their parents’ care. This is evident from the wider context of the “family
codes” in which Paul addresses the various members of a nuclear “family” (inclusive of
the servants) (Ephesians 5:22-6:9; Colossians 3:18-4:1). It is equally clear from the
closer context in which fathers are instructed with respect to the children they are
‘bringing up” (Ephesians 6:4; Colossians 3:21). All children, both minors and adults, are
under the obligation of the Fifth Commandment: “Honor your father and your mother”
(Exodus 20:12). For this command is repeated both by Jesus (Mark 7:9-13) and Paul
(Ephesians 6:2). So adult children are required to honor; but only minors are required to
obey.22
Third, the purpose of parental authority is not simply to give adults control over
children. It is rather to provide dependent children with training and guidance so that
they can grow to become independent adults. William Barclay observed:
. . . [I]n the last analysis a parent must always be trying to build up in his
child that proper independence which will enable the child to stand on his own
two feet and to face life on his own. The parent cannot therefore demand an
obedience which takes from the child all power of decision. He must in the end
respect the child as a person as well as seek to control him as a child. The great
and difficult task of parenthood is to exercise control in such a way that in the end
the child will not need it any more.”23
Fourth, when it comes to the marriage of daughters, there is a significant
difference between the situation that existed in antiquity and our current state of affairs.
During the biblical era, girls became brides during their teen years – often as soon as they
reached puberty. Marriage was the means by which a girl became an adult woman. A
girl whose marriage was arranged by her father would be obedient to him, in part,
because she was a dependent child until she became some other man’s wife. The only
categories of “single women” in antiquity were widows and divorcées. In today’s
Western culture, by contrast, most daughters enter adulthood by attaining a certain age
(18 or 21) and moving out on their own. Between the time that they are dependent
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children living under the authority of their parents and the time that they marry, they
often experience an intermediate phase of independent, single adulthood.24 Such
independence is regarded as desirable, for it demonstrates that the woman has acquired
the maturity and life-skills to be a capable spouse.
Now, as I have repeatedly said, marriage is for grown-ups. The ultimate choice of
marital partners ought to be made by adults who are mature enough to make wise
decisions. In my view, the time to exercise parental authority is during the years of
childhood and adolescence. The goal of that authority is protection and guidance toward
mature independence. At the point where a woman is making marital decisions, she
should have arrived at the threshold of independent adulthood. She should be ready to
exercise the judgment for which her parents have been training her. So that is not the
time for a father to be exercising his authority in her life. His role should become that of
a trusted advisor. Wise parents should head the list of the “many counselors” their
children consult when seeking to make a major decision (Proverbs 15:22).
That said, I believe that advocates of courtship and betrothal have performed a
major service to Christian families and single adults by highlighting the importance of
parental involvement in marital decision making. More often, starry-eyed lovers make
the opposite mistake of making choices in total isolation from their parents and others
who could provide sound judgment when it is needed the most.
8. Does Paul’s warning against defrauding a brother in 1 Thessalonians 4 rule out
dating as a legitimate approach to finding a mate?
The interpretation of this passage that views dating as unbiblical makes it sound
like the subject of Paul’s instruction is mate selection. Accordingly, the believer is
warned against defrauding “his brother in this matter of acquiring a spouse.”25 But Paul’s
actual concern is with the believers’ sanctification, expressed negatively in abstaining
from “sexual immorality” (i.e. adultery or premarital sex) (vs. 3). The tactic that Paul
advocates is “that each of you should possess his own vessel in sanctification and honor”
(vs. 4). What Paul means by “possess his own vessel” is very difficult to determine. As
mentioned above, the anti-dating interpretation understands the phrase to mean “acquire a
wife.” Others think that Paul means “control his own body.” Most translations follow
the latter option, but commentators are divided – the question is very difficult to resolve.
My opinion is that Paul is advocating the self-discipline of bodily control as he does
elsewhere.26 But my point here is that it is by no means certain that mate selection is
even in view in this passage. And if it is, the acquiring of a mate is set forth as a means
to addressing the primary issue at hand – avoiding sexual immorality.
Accordingly, the crime of fraud against one’s “brother” (vs. 6) would be a
damaging consequence of such sexual immorality – whether it be adultery or fornication.
Commentators are not settled on the precise identification of the “brother” who would
thereby be defrauded.27 But crossing the line of physical purity is clearly in view.
Nothing is being said directly with respect to romantic relationships that might exist
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between unmarried persons. To say that this passage rules out dating is going beyond
authorial intent – the original meaning of Paul’s exhortation.
That is not to say that this passage has no bearing on the practice of dating. It
certainly has ramifications (by way of application) for how Christians are to conduct their
relationships with members of the opposite sex (see my comments in Chapter 12). For
flirtatious behavior could well become the prelude to crossing lines that violate God’s
moral will and inflict damage on another person. The cautionary words of critics of
dating are worthy of the attention of every unmarried adult who seeks to honor Christ in
his or her relationships.
Conclusion
By way of conclusion, I do not believe that the arguments that seek to establish
courtship or betrothal systems as biblically normative succeed. Closer scrutiny of the
points adduced in support of such views exposes flaws that undermine their validity. At a
practical level, any system of mate selection that requires a high level of involvement on
the part of parents presupposes strong, tightly-knit, spiritually-mature family
constellations surrounding both prospective spouses. Where such a kinship network
exists, wise single adults would do well to regard such a resource as a gift from God and
take full advantage of it. But many readers of this book will not be doing their decision
making within the context of a healthy family environment. Those individuals will need
to turn to their spiritual family (the church) for needed counsel and support.
A second practical weakness I find with the betrothal system is that full
commitment to marriage seems to be placed too early in the process. Since single adults
in our culture bear the responsibility for making wise decisions in mate selection, indepth knowledge of a prospective spouse is critical. That kind of knowledge can only
come with extensive exposure over an extended period of time. I could imagine betrothal
working if the man and woman have essentially grown up together (as was often the case
in biblical cultures) and therefore already know each other well. But when prospective
mates are already adults when they first meet, they need a significant amount of time and
exposure before they will be able to adequately assess their suitability as spouses.
In summary, my view is that the Bible does not prescribe any system of mate
selection. I agree with Lauren Winner: “Rather, I must read Scripture carefully and
coherently, looking for the narratives, patterns, and principles that can guide us in making
ethical decisions about situations that didn’t exist in biblical times, situations that are
historically specific to the modern (or post-modern) era.”28 That’s what I have attempted
to do throughout this book – and especially Chapters 17-18.
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